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A modern content management platform
Content has moved well beyond web pages, but web-oriented CMSes can’t manage content across digital 
channels.

The modern approach to content management keeps content separate from the web, app or other digital 
presentation layer, also known as headless CMS. It unifies and structures content in a single repository so it’s ready 
to display on any digital channel.

“It’s the end of web CMS as we know it… [Companies] should not stretch the category of  
web CMS any further beyond the current generation of solutions.”  
- Forrester,  Coming Soon: Agile Content Curation And Orchestration Will Redefine CMS

Traditional CMSes are slowing you down. Contentful helps the world’s leading brands manage content in their 
digital experiences.

Our agile, cloud-native platform unifies all content in a single hub, structuring it so it can be delivered to every 
digital channel. As a result, developers and editors can build, test and iterate faster, delivering great digital 
experiences at any scale.

MOBILE APPS

2x quicker
app load times

4x quicker
to launch new onsite/offlines 

and online experiences

OMNICHANNEL EXPERIENCE

S E C U R I T Y
Our infrastructure runs on Amazon 

Web Services, which delivers 
infrastructure as a service with 

prime security capabilities.

I N T E G R A T I O N
Integrate content with, and from, 
preferred platforms and services. 
Contentful plays well with other 

systems, including existing CMSes.

S U P P O R T
We’re more than just a hardcoded 

SaaS. We offer committed technical 
support and an online library of 

resources, documentation, guides, 
tutorials and more.

98% reduction
in time to launch new pages 
across multiple geographies

GLOBAL LOCALIZATION

Trusted by hundreds of global enterprises:

Why choose Contentful? 
As pioneers and global leaders in modern content management, Contentful offers the most robust technology, the 
only global customer support, and the broadest ecosystem of developers and agencies to accelerate your project.

Contentful alleviates the pain that customers experience when working with vendors that promise to do everything 
but, in the end, can’t deliver consistently high quality across the board.

Build better digital experiences

https://www.forrester.com/report/Coming+Soon+Agile+Content+Curation+And+Orchestration+Will+Redefine+CMS/-/E-RES145956#

